ABSTRACT B-double is one kind of vehicle combinations with three vehicle units structurally and widely applied in cargo transport, so its directional stability analysis is crucial but more complex than a car. Directional stability was related with vehicle operating conditions and structure parameters. A basic linear dynamic model with four degrees of freedom for B-double was developed with a special method for simplification in a calculation process. The method was verified from the simulation results with MATLAB. The step input is tractor's steering wheel angle, so the steady-state yaw rate gains with understeer gradient for three vehicle units were solved. Steady-state relative gain was also derived and has an impact on directional stability, which could be influenced by the structure parameters, such as body mass (cargo weight), tire cornering stiffness of rear axle, location of mass center, wheelbase, and location of articulated point. The results indicate that increasing body mass and tire cornering stiffness of rear axle appropriately, moving backward mass center, and moving forward articulated points could increase the understeer gradient, which results in the improvement of directional stability. It is theoretical basis for the stability tests and structure design of B-double.
I. INTRODUCTION
B-double is widely used in western countries in Europe and America, and it has one more semitrailer than tractor-trailer combinations. This could improve about 50% more cargo capacity, cut down 40% fuel consumption for cost-saving and reduce the pollutant discharge [1] . Limits of dimensions, axle load and masses for motor vehicles, trailers and combination vehicles (GB1589-2016) was implemented in China in 2016, which add a new type of vehicle: center axle trailer [2] .
Some researchers have done some work in the area of modeling for vehicle combinations. Based on Newton's Second Law for computer simulation in motion equations of vehicle combinations, Fancher [3] investigated the dynamic system behavior. Chen and Tomizuka [4] developed the nonlinear and linear model of tractor-semitrailer for Automated Highway Systems (AHS), founding that the damping was proportional to longitudinal speed in the model. Barbieri et al. [5] studied the Rodo-train and the Bi-train and their lateral stability with different loads. Salaani [6] calculated the understeer gradient formula and critical speed equations of articulated vehicles and investigated their characteristics. Bao et al. [7] presented a linear dynamic model for tractor/full trailer and it was easier to analyze the directional stability. Kural et al. discussed the generic multi-body models for commercial vehicle combinations for the European road network. Driver support systems and active steering strategies for both low speed maneuverability and high speed stability had also been studied. But there is no clear border between accurate and inaccurate models from [8] . A path-following controller for long combination vehicles (LCVs) was designed and implemented on a test vehicle consisting of a rigid truck towing a dolly and a semitrailer. The proposed stability control system and the steering system improved the yaw stability of the combination [9] .
Several researchers use different ways to investigate the directional stability. Pauwelussen [10] used phase plane and handling diagram to consider the yaw stability of a single vehicle and tractor-trailer combinations with a non-linear model. Wei [11] used root locus to verify the handling stability of the caravan (car-trailer). Yang [12] adopted bifurcation and state manifold theory in the area of nonlinear dynamics, and also adopted understeer gradient and handling diagram for linear dynamics. The phase-plane analysis technique was used for articulated vehicles, such as car-trailer combinations, and it may exhibit 3 unstable motion modes: jack-knifing, trailer sway and rollover. A yaw-plane kinematic model and a nonlinear dynamic model are generated to represent [13] . A 7-axle tractor semitrailer combination vehicle developed by VRDE (Vehicle Research & Development) was presented in [14] . Yaw response characteristics such as lateral acceleration, yaw rate and articulation angle are related with step or sinusoidal steer input. Yaws rate response for both the tractor and semitrailer are well correlated between experimental results and SIMULINK analysis.
Other researchers pay attention on some structure parameters. Xie [15] studied the tractor-semitrailer's directional response during steady-turning maneuver, and also studied the steering gains, understeer gradients, effective wheelbases, handling diagrams and critical speeds affected the heavy trucks with multiple axles and articulated points [16] . In [17] - [19] , tractor-semitrailer combination's handling stability was investigated by tractor's and semitrailer's understeer gradient, and structure parameters also have influence on the understeer gradients. Tabatabaei et al. [20] examined the effects of the tire cornering stiffness variation on directional stability of articulated heavy vehicle. Dahlberg and Wideberg [21] verified that the fifth wheel was moved further rearwards could bring about instability. Ren et al. [22] verified that driving speed and cargo mass have a greater influence than fifth wheel lead on tractor semitrailer's stability. Ou et al. [23] believed that decreasing mass of semitrailer, speed and the distance between tractor's front axle and mass center, increasing fifth wheel lead and damping coefficient, could enhance the handling stability of tractor-semitrailer in single lane-change test.
But they are lack of understeer gradient expressions of B-double in directional stability analysis, and it is a complex dynamics calculation problem. Chapter II describes how to develop a linear dynamic model of B-double by using a special method with MATLAB. Chapter III is about the variation and influence on understeer gradient, yaw rate gains and relate gains during steady state. Chapter IV depicts the effect of structure parameters on understeer gradient, and it affects the directional stability of 3 vehicle units. Chapter V draws the conclusions.
II. MODELING WITH A SPECIAL METHOD
B-double comprises 3 parts: tractor, 1st semitrailer and 2nd semitrailer which was described in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 2 The special method is derived from a whole or isolation view to analyze 3 vehicle units in different situations, and complex procedures is obviously decreased during simplification and solution for differential equation set. VOLUME 6, 2018 A. TRACTOR WAS ONLY ANALYZED For angle geometrical relationship in Fig. 2 , the tractor's heading angle is: ϕ = β + ψ, so its derivative namely the heading angle velocity is: ϕ = β + ψ = β + r. The superscript prime means first-order derivative. For Circular Motion Formula is: a n = v × ω, so lateral acceleration is obtained as: a y = v x × ϕ = v x (β + r). Lateral velocity of its front axle is v yf = v y +ar, so its slip angle is α f = −v yf /v x +δ f . Tire slip characteristics is taken as linear, so the cornering force is:
Similarly, lateral velocity of its rear axle is v yr = v y − br, so its slip angle and cornering force are α r = −v yr /v x , F yr = k r α r .
B. TRACTOR AND 1st SEMITRAILER WERE ONLY ANALYZED
Based on circular motion relationship in Fig. 2 , lateral acceleration of 1st semitrailer's mass center could be derived as a y1 = a y − (c + a 1 )r + aθ 1 . The superscript double prime means second-order derivative. Lateral velocity of its rear axle is v yr1 = v x sin θ 1 +v y −(c+L 1 )r +L 1 θ 1 . Assuming θ 1 is small, its slip angle is casted as
C. 3 VEHICLE UNITS WERE ALL ANALYZED
Based on circular motion relationship in Fig. 2 , lateral acceleration of 2nd semitrailer's mass center could be derived as:
Lateral velocity of its rear axle is:
Assuming θ 1 and θ 2 is small, its slip angle is casted as α 2 = −v yr2 /v x . Its cornering force is calculated as F y2 = k 2 α 2 .
From lateral force equilibrium, we calculated:
From yaw moment equilibrium of tractor's mass center, we calculated:
1st AND 2nd SEMITRAILERS WERE ONLY ANALYZED
From yaw moment equilibrium of 1st articulated point, we calculated:
E. 2nd SEMITRAILER WAS ONLY ANALYZED
From yaw moment equilibrium theory of 2nd articulated point, we calculated:
To simplify the equation, using subtraction and the results of (2) minus (3) and (3) minus (4) were calculated:
F. CONSTRAINTS IN B-DOUBLE
Two articulated points have constraints. They are: 
The elements of matrices in (7) are as follows: Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) shows peak time of a y is short. Similarly, a y1 also has a peak time but its amplitude is smaller. The curves of a y1 and a y2 are smooth. Fig. 3(b) shows the curves are smooth with time-delay effect. Steady state value of θ 2 is greater than θ 1 because of rearward amplification (RWA) effect. Fig. 3(c) shows the peak value of θ 1 is greater than θ 2 . Fig. 3(d) shows the curves of yaw rate of 3 vehicle units are smooth. r, r 1 and r 2 reach the value of steady state successively. Fig. 3(e) shows peak time of v y is short. The curves of v y1 and v y2 are smooth. The values of v y , v y1 and v y2 increase successively because of RWA effect in steady state. Fig. 3(f) shows peak time of β is short. The curves of β 1 and β 2 are smooth. It has the same variation trend with Fig. 3(e) .
III. STEADY STATE STEERING CHARACTERISTICS
The step input is the tractor's steering wheel angle and B-double is in uniform circular motion. Then we get the steady state response of B-double. It could be evaluated by ratio of steady state yaw rate and steering wheel angle. Generally, excessive understeer and oversteer would bring about the car out of control. During steady state, conditions are: r = r 1 = r 2 = r S , v y = v y1 = v y2 = v yS , β = β 1 = β 2 = β S , θ 1 = θ 2 = θ S , and their 1st or 2nd derivatives are zeros: v y = r = r 1 = r 2 = θ 1 = θ 1 = θ 2 = θ 2 =0. The equation (7) is written as: X=Q −1 RU. The steady state yaw rate gains of tractor, 1st and 2nd semitrailer can be solved respectively as follows:
Then, the steady state relative gains for tractor and 1st semitrailer, 1st and 2nd semitrailer, tractor and 2nd semitrailer is obtained respectively as:
The understeer gradient for 3 vehicle units are as follows: The simulation results for (8) and (9) refer to Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4(a) , K > 0 indicates tractor has understeer behavior. With v x increasing, tractor's steady state yaw rate gain increases and then decreases. 2nd semitrailer's behavior is the same with tractor. K 1 < 0 indicates 1st semitrailer possesses oversteer characteristics and its steady state yaw rate gain 77628 VOLUME 6, 2018 increases constantly to infinity. The results correspond to the contents in [24] . In Fig. 4(b) , steady state relative gains of tractor and 1st semitrailer, tractor and 2nd semitrailer decreases to an asymptote respectively with v x increasing, but the curve of steady state relative gain of 1st and 2nd semitrailer increases constantly to infinity. It would be discussed in detail in next part.
The steady state yaw rate gain [s −1 ] contains understeer gradient for 3 vehicle units. It is of importance to analyze directional response of stability and only depends on structure parameters in the linear system. Equation (10) could be transformed as follows:
The 3 terms in Equation (13) belongs to the stability factor of tractor, 1st and 2nd semitrailer respectively. If (b − c)/k f > (a + c)/k r , K will increase that results in promoting tractor's understeer behavior. If (b−c)/k f < (a+c)/k r , K will decrease that results in hindering tractor's understeer behavior. Due to the heavy load (cargo weight) on the 1st and 2nd semitrailers, their terms are amplified by multiplying m 1 and m 2 , which results in K = 0 or K < 0. So, the value of c should be smaller and get the proper value of K to keep understeer behavior.
Equation (11) could be transformed as follows:
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The 3 terms in Equation (14) Equation (12) could be transformed as follows:
The 2 terms in Equation (15) belongs to the stability factor of 1st and 2nd semitrailer respectively. If (a 1 +c 1 )b 2 /(L 1 k 1 ) > a 2 /k 2 , K 2 will increase that results in promoting the 2nd semitrailer's understeer behavior. If (a 1 + c 1 )b 2 /(L 1 k 1 ) > a 2 /k 2 , K 2 will decrease that results in hindering the 2nd semitrailer's understeer behavior. Due to the heavy load (cargo weight) on the 2nd semitrailers, its term is amplified by multiplying m 2 , which results in K 2 = 0 or K 2 < 0. So, the value of c 1 should be greater and get the proper value of K 2 to keep understeer behavior.
Equation (9) could be transformed to (16) , (17) and (18).
From qualitative analysis for (16), (17) and (18), we could infer their asymptotes:
For example, Equation (16) could also be written as
Note:
There are 8 situations for (19) theoretically. 
K
But 3 and 6 are wrong because q 1 is contradictory, and only 4 and 5 are right. So there are only 6 situations for (19) .
1.
, Q 1 will be increased quickly. 
5.K
Based on the theory of qualitative analysis, the details were depicted in Fig. 5 . 3 of them were stable state when v x increased and others are not.
Similarly, the analysis for (17) and (18) are the same with (19) , and only some parameters are not the same such as v x0 and v xcrit . Q 2asy , Q 20 , q 2 , Q 3asy , Q 30 and q 3 will be instead of Q 1asy , Q 10 and q 1 for the discuss in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , it shows the we should always keep some parameters for 3 situations to get stable state and that is very important for B-double parameters design field.
IV. THE INFLUENCE OF STRUCTURE PARAMETERS
It is complex about the effect of structure parameters on directional stability of B-double. The understeer gradient was generally used to evaluate the dynamics performance. The parameters are: mass, tire cornering stiffness, location of mass center, wheelbase and location of articulated point of 3 vehicle units. They could directly affect the maneuver state.
As shown in Fig. 6 , K , K 1 and K 2 vary with mass and tire cornering stiffness of 3 vehicle units. Fig. 6(a) shows m and k r increase result in the increase of K . In Fig. 6(b) , VOLUME 6, 2018 m 1 increases result in the increase of K 1 . When 1st semitrailer load is close to empty, k 1 increases results in the decrease of K 1 ; When 1st semitrailer load is close to full, k 1 increases results in the increase of K 1 . In Fig. 6(c) , m 2 increases results in the increase of K 2 . When 2nd semitrailer load is close to empty, k 2 increases results in the decrease of K 2 ; When 2nd semitrailer load is close to full, k 2 increases results in the increase of K 2 .
As shown in Fig. 7 , K , K 1 and K 2 change with location of mass center and wheelbase of 3 vehicle units. Fig. 7(a) shows location of mass center of tractor is moved backward, namely a or L increases results in the increase of K . In Fig. 7(b) , location of mass center of 1st semitrailer is moved backward, namely a 1 increases or L 1 decreases result in the increase of absolute value of K 1 . In Fig. 7(c) , location of mass center of 2nd semitrailer is moved backward, namely a 2 increases or L 2 decreases result in the increase of absolute value of K 2 .
As shown in Fig. 8 , K , K 1 and K 2 vary with mass and location of articulated point of 3 vehicle units. Fig. 8(a) shows m increases or location of articulated point of tractor is moved forward, namely c decreases result in the increase of K . In Fig. 8(b) , m 1 increases or location of articulated point of tractor is moved forward, namely c decreases result in the increase of absolute value of K 1 . In Fig. 8(c) , m 2 increases or location of articulated point of 1st semitrailer is moved forward, namely c 1 decreases result in the decrease of K 2 .
V. CONCLUSION
A method was introduced to develop the linear model of B-double. It could reduce the procedures during the simplification of equation set and was verified by simulation results with MATLAB.
The step input is the tractor's front wheel steering angle, B-double was in uniform circular motion at last during the steady state. Steady state yaw rate gains and understeer gradient for 3 vehicle units were solved directly, and steady state relative gains were derived subsequently. There were 6 situations for the influence of relative gain on directional stability respectively.
The structure parameters have an impact on directional stability. Conclusions were obtained as the followings:
a. The mass of 3 vehicle units increase, and understeer gradient increases respectively which results in good directional stability. The tire cornering stiffness of rear axle of 3 vehicle units increase, and understeer gradient increases in nearly empty load; otherwise, understeer gradient decreases in nearly full load.
b. With location of mass center moving backward or wheelbase increasing, understeer gradient increases which results in good directional stability respectively.
c. The articulated point of tractor moves forward and tractor's mass increases, and its understeer gradient increase which results in good directional stability. But 1st semitrailer's understeer gradient decreases which results in instability with its mass increasing. The articulated point of 1st semitrailer moves forward and 2nd semitrailer's mass increase, and 2nd semitrailer's understeer gradient decreases which results in instability.
Some assumptions were made in deducing the equations. Complex tire nonlinear model, roll motion, and wheel track were neglected in the analysis of directional stability. It will be investigated in the future.
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